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Honorable Delegates and Most Distinguished Chairs,  

The delegation of great Russia hopes that TIMUN will be the 

conference of diplomacy and statesmanship. We would first like to express our sincere condolences to the 

ones who passed away because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Successfully overcoming the catastrophic 

year of 2020, the Russian government and scientists once again became the symbol of hope and solidarity 

amongst people with the mass production of Sputnik V. Unlike the most “developed” countries, the 

Russian government vaccinated millions, free of charge and will continue to vaccinate more until our 

trailblazing scientists completely eradicate the virus for the whole of humanity.  

Esteemed delegates, we would like to inform the house that the atrocious allegations made by the 

Western nations to dishonor the outstanding efforts of the Russian government is neither unbeknownst nor 

be tolerated. Recently, Russia’s infamous fund embezzler returned to Russian territories and the dignified 

judges of Russia took the necessary steps. However, in the following days, Moscow saw 

Western-supported protestors gathering to defend this embezzler, but all were dealt with by the powerful 

police agency of Russia. Honorable house, no state can neither set a fund embezzler free in Russia nor 

accuse the Russian Government of violating Human Rights, especially by trying to polarize the great people 

of Russia. Be rest assured that the people of Russia have never been more united than before.  

Fellow delegates, Russian Federation will never support terrorism in Syria; never condone the 

massacres in Palestine, and never support Human Rights for self-gain. Russian Federation is fully aware 

of these malevolent acts and will take necessary actions with utmost strength. As President Putin said 

“It's better to be hanged for loyalty than be rewarded for betrayal”  

Sincerely wishing for a fruitful conference,  

Ege Yağcı  

Ambassador of Russia 
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